ACS-SA2
Analysis & Calibration System

New case!

The ACS system not only has a new look but more functionality than ever before!

ACS Features-Benefits

- Automatic calibration and analysis via serial or USB interface
- Calibrate audiometers, ABR, OAE devices
- Records and prints pre and post measurement results
- Hand switch and sound room octave band tests built in
- Audiometer/tympanometer specific calibrations & analysis
- Track instruments, customers, headphones, companies, leads and more
- Real time measurements and adjustments
- One, two and six channel systems
- Customized calibration reports
- Accurate & complete calibrations
- Built in standards

New for 2017 ACS-SA2

- Windows 10 compliant
- USB 3.0 powered
- Integrated microphone power supply
- New roller case with removable tool case
- Selectable acoustical/electrical calibration
- Even more interfaces with more instruments

Battery powered!

ACS... Accurate, Complete, Simple

AUSSCO INC.
Software Features

- Select a customer and the device to be calibrated. The ACS 101 will set the impedance and calibration routine specifically designed for that device or make a user-defined calibration routine.

- Run an exhaustive calibration in Manual, User controlled or Full serial interface calibration mode.

- Get measurements and make adjustments in real time. Results in red fall outside the selected ANSI S3.6 1969-2010, IEC-60645/ISO-389 or manufacturers standards. Print pre and post measurement results.

- Save results in a Microsoft compatible database.

- Print useful reports on calibrations due and calibrations performed. Search database by device serial number, model, company name or date range.

- Calibrate more equipment in less time

- Accurate, complete, simple and fast

Visit us on the web at Audiometrics.com

AUSSCO Inc.
Audiological Service & Supply Company
Phone: 800-755-8272 Fax:773-427-4603

Sound ideas that work